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ABSTRACT

At high latitudes, phase scintillation occurs predominantly on the day-
side in the ionospheric footprint of  the magnetospheric cusp, and in the
nightside auroral oval. A new technique of  probabilistic forecasting of
phase scintillation occurrence relative to the arrival time of  high-speed
solar wind from coronal holes and interplanetary coronal mass ejections
has recently been proposed [Prikryl et al. 2012]. Cumulative probability
distribution functions for the phase-scintillation occurrence that are ob-
tained can be specified for low (below-median) and high (above-median)
values of  various solar wind plasma parameters. Recent advances in mod-
eling of  high-speed solar wind and coronal mass ejections, combined with
the probabilistic forecasting of  scintillation, will lead to improved opera-
tional space weather forecasting applications. Scintillation forecasting
and mitigation techniques need to be developed to avoid potential costly
failures of  technology-based Global Navigation Satellite Systems in the
near future, in particular during the upcoming solar maximum. The
Global Navigation Satellite Systems receiver-tracking performance during
severe scintillation conditions can be assessed by the analysis of  receiver
phase-locked-loop jitter. Tracking jitter maps [Sreeja et al. 2011] offers a
potentially useful tool to provide users with expected tracking conditions,
if  based on scintillation predictions as proposed above. Scintillation in-
dices are obtained from L1 GPS data collected with the Canadian High
Arctic Ionospheric Network. Combined with high rate amplitude and
phase data, they can be used as input to receiver tracking models to de-
velop scintillation mitigation techniques.

1. Introduction
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), such

as the US Global Positioning System (GPS), the Russian
GNSS (GLONASS) and the EU Galileo, have become
indispensable for precise positioning and time keeping
for the support of  a wide range of  civilian and military
applications. The main threat to reliable and safe oper-
ation of  modern technology that relies on GNSS is the
variable propagation conditions that are encountered

by radio signals as they pass through the ionosphere.
Variable ionospheric delays and signal scintillation can
affect the performance of  radio communications and
navigation systems, and can severely degrade GPS po-
sitional accuracy. Scintillation, rapid signal amplitude
fading, and phase fluctuation, are phenomena of  great
concern at low and high latitudes. As pointed out by
Conker et al. [2003], to determine the effects of  scintil-
lation on GNSS receivers, including the GPS/Satellite-
Based Augmentation System (SBAS), "both predictions
of  scintillation activity in the ionosphere and residual
effects of  this activity after processing by a receiver"
must be considered. These authors estimated the scin-
tillation effects on the availability of  GPS and SBAS for
L1 (1575.42° MHz) C/A and L2 (1227.60° MHz) semi-
codeless receivers. In the present study, the benefits of
a probabilistic forecasting of  phase scintillation to ap-
plications relying on robust and accurate phase signal
tracking are addressed.

Ionospheric scintillation, which is seen as fluctua-
tions of  radio signal amplitude and phase that are
caused by ionospheric irregularities [Aarons 1982, Basu
et al. 1998], is most intense at low latitudes during post
sunset hours [Basu et al. 2002], and at high latitudes in
the nightside auroral oval and on the dayside in the re-
gion called the cusp [Basu et al. 1998, Spogli et al. 2009,
Prikryl et al. 2011a]. At high latitudes, ionospheric scin-
tillation is largely controlled by the process of  coupling
between the solar wind, including the interplanetary
magnetic field, and the Earth magnetic field. In the
nightside auroral oval, intense electric currents (auroral
electrojets), various plasma instabilities, and energetic
particle precipitation result in steep plasma density gra-
dients and irregularities. It has been shown that scintil-
lation strongly affects GPS receiver performance in the
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auroral zone [e.g., Skone and de Jong 2000]. 
In the cusp, just poleward of  the dayside auroral

oval, where intense ionospheric convection and forma-
tion of  patches of  enhanced ionization occur, scintilla-
tion occurrence is particularly enhanced. Scintillation
occurrence is more seasonally dependent in the cusp
than in the nightside auroral oval [Prikryl et al. 2011a],
which is characterized by annual and semi-annual vari-
ations, respectively. It is also strongly enhanced during
intense solar wind events, as either solar wind co-rotat-
ing interaction regions (CIRs), or interplanetary coro-
nal mass ejections (ICMEs). ICMEs and CIRs on the
leading edge of  high-speed streams (HSSs) from coro-
nal holes are major causes of  ionospheric disturbances.
The strongest of  these solar wind events result in major
geomagnetic storms [e.g., Borovsky and Denton 2006,
Richardson et al. 2006] that have a global impact on the
ionosphere. Based on a statistical study of  scintillation
occurrence during such events from the years 2008 to
2010, a new method of  probabilistic forecasting of
phase scintillation was proposed [Prikryl et al. 2012]. A
summary of  this method using a larger number of
events is presented in the present study. 

Scintillation indices, S4 and vU, are widely used as
the measures of  amplitude and phase scintillation, re-
spectively. The S4 index is the standard deviation of  the
received power normalized by its mean value, and the
phase scintillation index vU is the standard deviation of
the detrended phase using a filter in the receiver with a
0.1 Hz cut-off  frequency. However, as pointed out by
Aquino et al. [2007], these scintillation indices do not

fully characterize the actual instantaneous values of
phase and amplitude fluctuations that affect GNSS re-
ceiver performance. They combined scintillation in-
dices and high rate GNSS phase and amplitude data
with state-of-the-art receiver tracking models, to study
receiver tracking performance under scintillation con-
ditions. This strategy was also applied for an intense
scintillation event at low latitudes [Sreeja et al. 2011],
where the variance of  the phase-locked-loop (PLL)
tracking error (tracking jitter) of  a GPS receiver was
used to construct maps that can provide an indication
of  tracking conditions for that particular receiver. In
this study, tracking-jitter maps are obtained for a high-
latitude scintillation event. 

2. The Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network
At present, the Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric

Network (CHAIN) [Jayachandran et al. 2009] consists
of  ten specialized GPS receivers and six Canadian Ad-
vanced Digital Ionosondes that are distributed in the
auroral oval and the polar cap (Figure 1). The latitudes
and longitudes of  the stations can be found elsewhere
[e.g., Prikryl et al. 2011a, their Table 1]. The receivers
are GPS ionospheric scintillation and total electron
content (TEC) monitors (GISTMs) GSV 4004B [Van
Dierendonck and Arbesser-Rastburg 2004]. The
GISTMs consist of  a NovAtel OEM4 dual frequency re-
ceiver with special firmware specifically configured to
measure and log the power and phase of  the GPS L1
signal at a high sampling rate (50 Hz). The receiver
computes ionospheric TEC from the GPS L1 and L2
signals. The GSV 4004B can also automatically com-
pute and record S4 and vU indices; 1-min values are
used in the present study. Each receiver can track and
report scintillation and TEC measurements simultane-
ously from up to 10 GPS satellites in view.

3. Occurrence of GPS phase scintillation at high lat-
itudes

A scintillation climatology study for the solar min-
imum years of  2008 and 2009 showed that phase scin-
tillation, as a function of  magnetic local time and
geomagnetic latitude, primarily occurs in the night-side
auroral oval and on the dayside in the ionospheric foot-
print of  the cusp [Prikryl et al. 2011a]. As expected,
these scintillation regions shift in latitude in response
to varying geomagnetic activity. We have extended the
climatology data set to 4 years. Figure 2a, b shows the
maps of  the percentage occurrence of  phase scintilla-
tion with vU that exceeds 0.1 radians as a function of
magnetic local time (MLT) and corrected geomagnetic
(CGM) latitude for 1,272 quiet and 189 disturbed days
selected using the threshold of  3-h occurrence of  Kp >2
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Figure 1. Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network (CHAIN).
The loci of  IPPs at 350 km altitude for all GPS satellites, as seen
from Iqaluit at elevation angles above 30° during one day. The CGM
latitudes 70° and 80° (yellow) are superposed over the geographic
grid in the dotted line.
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for more than 60% of  the day. The boundaries of  the
Feldstein statistical auroral oval for quiet and moder-
ately disturbed conditions are superposed on the maps
[Holtzworth and Meng 1975], indicated by the value of
the IQ parameter. A dotted concentric circle in Figure
2b shows the latitude of  Cambridge Bay. The Cam-
bridge Bay dataset samples the poleward edge of  the
auroral oval in the night [Prikryl et al. 2010], but it is
representative of  the cusp during the day. The Cam-
bridge Bay data time series are used to obtain cumula-
tive probability distribution functions for the phase
scintillation occurrence for the days before and after the
arrivals of  CIR/HSSs and ICMEs.

Figure 3a, b shows scintillation occurrence maps
for the first two days of  HSS/CIRs and for ICME days,
respectively. In total, 88 HSS/CIRs with maximum solar
wind velocity exceeding 500 km/s are included. The
updated catalog of  near-Earth ICMEs [Richardson and
Cane 2010] includes 57 ICME events from 2008 to 2011
(101 days in total). However, most of  these ICMEs did
not cause significant geomagnetic storms [e.g., Prikryl
et al. 2011b]. Scintillation occurred predominantly in
the cusp for both datasets, but the occurrence was

higher for ICME days than for HSS/CIR days. This is
opposite to the 2008 to 2010 results [Prikryl et al. 2012]
and it is a sign that many more significant ICMEs oc-
curred in 2011. Also, comparing the total numbers of
HSS/CIRs and ICMEs, they increased by 114% and
33%, respectively, from 2010 to 2011. 

4. The superposed-epoch analysis of  geomagnetic
and phase scintillation indices

Arrivals of  HSSs originating from coronal holes are
followed by significantly enhanced phase scintillation
occurrence, particularly in the cusp, which usually con-
tinues for a few days. To obtain the mean response of
the scintillation relative to a new CIR arrival time, a su-
perposed-epoch analysis on time series of  scintillation
occurrence (Figure 4a) and solar wind parameters was
applied, using the key times of  88 CIRs. Figure 4a shows
that the mean phase scintillation occurrence steeply
rises at the CIR arrival day and tapers off  a few days
later, which is similar to the mean Kp index and the
quasi-invariant index, QI [Osherovich et al. 1999]. Also,
the average number of  GPS cycle slips, which is nearly
zero a few days before the CIR key day, increases at the

PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING OF SCINTILLATION

Figure 2. Phase scintillation occurrence maps for geomagnetically quiet (a) and moderately disturbed (b) days.

Figure 3. Phase scintillation occurrence maps for days of  CIRs/HSSs (a) and ICMEs (b).
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CIR interface and remains elevated during the HSS. The
one-day periodicity in scintillation is due to the Cam-
bridge Bay cusp location and is only partly smoothed
out in this relatively small statistical sample of  88 CIRs.

Figure 4b shows the results of  the superposed-
epoch analysis for 39 ICMEs for which the Dst index
dropped below −10 nT, eliminating the weakest
ICMEs. The QI increases more gradually but to higher
values than for CIRs. This is because many ICMEs are
actually magnetic clouds, and the ratio of  the magnetic
pressure to ram pressure that the QI represents is higher
inside magnetic clouds. The phase scintillation occur-
rence peaks at ~15% and the mean number of  cycle
slips peaks at more than 5 /h on the day of  the ICME
arrival. A cycle slip [Horvath and Crozier 2007] is de-
fined here as a jump in differential phase TEC of  more
than or equal to 1.5 TEC Units in 1 s (1 TEC Unit cor-
responds to 1016 electrons/m2). If  the superposed-
epoch analysis is further limited to only 15 of  the
strongest ICMEs (Dst < −30 nT), the peak mean scin-
tillation occurrence, the mean number of  cycle slips,
and the Kp index are 22%, 15 and 4.3, respectively.

5. Probabilistic forecasting of phase scintillation in
the cusp based on the superposed-epoch analysis of
solar wind CIRs and ICMEs

McPherron and Siscoe [2004] and McPherron and
Weygand [2006] demonstrated a new promising tech-
nique to forecast geomagnetic disturbance indices rel-
ative to the stream interface between the fast and slow
solar wind. In particular, they showed geoeffectiveness
of  what they called co-rotating compression ridges,
their reference to CIRs. This method is readily applica-
ble to other manifestations of  space weather in the geo-
space environment that are sensitive to arrivals of  HSSs,
including ionospheric scintillation.

Figure 5a shows the cumulative probability distri-
bution function (PDF) for the phase scintillation oc-

currence at Cambridge Bay for the days before and after
the major CIR/HSSs arrivals. The probability that
phase scintillation will exceed a given value is shown, as
plotted on the abscissa. The PDFs are stepped by 2-day
intervals from 6 days before and 6 days after CIRs. Fig-
ure 5b shows the PDFs for days before and after ICMEs.
The probabilities are clearly highest for the first two
days after CIR and ICME arrivals.

These PDFs can be used to develop high-latitude
scintillation forecasting techniques [Prikryl et al. 2012];
e.g., scintillation occurrence in the cusp relative to the
stream interface between the fast and slow solar wind
and/or shocks associated with CIRs and ICMEs. To
gain further practical application of  the probabilistic
forecasting of  scintillation occurrence, tracking-jitter
maps can be constructed to assess GNSS receiver sig-
nal-tracking performance under anticipated scintilla-
tion conditions [Sreeja et al. 2011]. 

6. Tracking-jitter maps
In a GNSS receiver, the PLL aims to minimize the

error between the input phase and its estimated phase
output. It is the magnitude of  this error that determines
the ability of  the loop to remain locked. The variance
of  the error at the output of  the PLL (the tracking-jit-
ter variance) increases during scintillation, and hence is
a good measure of  the effects of  scintillation on the re-
ceiver. The tracking-jitter variance at the output of  the
PLL can be calculated using the scintillation sensitive
tracking model of  Conker et al. [2003]. The formula for
the GPS L1 carrier PLL accounts for the effects of  scin-
tillation on the input phase and computes the tracking-
jitter variance           , in radians2, as [Conker et al. 2003]:

(1)

where                            are, respectively, the error vari-
ance components relating to the phase scintillation, the

Figure 4. Superposed epoch analysis of  QI, Kp, number of  cycle slips Ncys and phase scintillation occurrence. The time series are keyed by
the start times of  CIRs (a) and ICMEs (b).
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thermal noise (amplitude scintillation), and the oscilla-
tor noise (assumed to be 0.01 radians2 in the receiver).

In Equation (1), the amplitude scintillation is mod-
eled as an increase in the thermal noise, related to the
decrease in the received signal power, in radians2, as
[Conker et al. 2003]:

(2)

where Bn is the L1 third-order PLL one-sided bandwidth
(equal to 10 Hz in this study), (c/n0)L1−C/A is the frac-
tional form of  the signal-to-noise density ratio, equal
to 100.1C/N0, h is the predetection integration time
(equal to 0.02s in this study), and S4(L1) is the ampli-
tude scintillation index at L1 frequency. 

The phase scintillation component is modeled, in
radians2, as [Conker et al. 2003]:

(3)

where T is the spectral strength of  the phase power
spectrum density (PDS) at 1 Hz, p is the spectral slope
of  the phase PSD, k is the order of  the PLL (equal to 3
in this study), and fn is the loop natural frequency (equal
to 1.91 Hz). 

For this study, the one minute scintillation indices
and the high data rate (50-Hz phase and amplitude fluc-

tuations) for the GPS L1 C/A signal recorded by the re-
ceivers in the CHAIN network on November 1, 2011,
were considered. A satellite elevation angle cut-off  of
30° was applied to the data to reduce the impact of
non-scintillation-related effects on the tracking errors
(e.g., induced by multipath). The latitude of  the ionos-
pheric pierce point (IPP) for the different satellite-to-re-
ceiver links was calculated every 1 min, assuming a
single-shell ionospheric model at an altitude of  350 km.
The PLL jitter for the different satellites in view with
elevation angles greater than 30° at each epoch were
calculated using the equations above. These PLL jitter
relate to the PLL tracking error assumed in the slant di-
rection of  the line of  sight between receiver and satel-
lite. For practical use of  the proposed PLL jitter maps
it is necessary that a verticalised version of  this error is
represented, so that the user can estimate the error for
any specific line of  sight by applying an appropriate
mapping function. This mapping function, as explained
in Sreeja et al. [2011], is the subject of  ongoing research
funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC). For the construction of  the
map presented in the present study, however, an ap-
proximation was used to convert the slant PLL jitter to
vertical PLL jitter, by assuming a standard mapping
function cos |, where | is the zenith angle at the IPP.
The values of  the verticalised PLL jitter were then grid-
ded in bins with a resolution of  1 min in time and 0.5°
in IPP latitude, to produce the PLL jitter map of  Fig-
ure 7 in the next section. 

Figure 5. Cumulative probability distribution functions for the phase scintillation occurrence for Cambridge Bay, stepped by 2-day intervals
before and after CIRs (n = 88) (a) and ICMEs (Dst < −10 nT; n = 39) (b).
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7. The event of November 1, 2011
Figure 6 shows 5-min averages of  the solar wind

velocity, Vsw, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) BZ
component in geocentric-solar-magnetospheric (GSM)
coordinates, and the magnetic field magnitude, BT,

from the OMNI dataset projected to subsolar bow
shock (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The arrival of
an ICME on November 1 (shown by a vertical dotted
line) resulted in an AE index of  about 1000 nT and the
Dst index dipped to −61 nT, intensifying a geomagnetic
storm that started earlier after the arrival of  another
ICME and a moderate HSS stream on October 30. The
hourly percent occurrence of  phase scintillation index
vU>0.1 rad was enhanced between 10:00 and 22:00 UT,
as shown for the Cambridge Bay GPS receiver.

Figure 7 shows the maps of  vU values (top panel)
and PLL jitter (bottom panel) as a function of  UT and
IPP geographic latitude for the CHAIN GPS L1 signals,
as described in the previous section. These maps were
constructed using the data from all of  the stations of
Figure 1, except station Qikiqtarjuaq. It is also worth
noting that for the construction of  the maps in Figure
7, not only the PLL jitter have been verticalised, but
also the vU values. The latter were verticalised using
the mapping function described in Spogli et al. [2009].
It can be observed from Figure 7 that the regions of  en-
hanced PLL jitter generally coincide with enhance-
ments in vU. The phase scintillation events at high
latitudes occurred primarily in the cusp and dayside
polar cap between ~10:00 and 20:00 UT, which also co-
incided with the occurrence of  PLL jitter enhance-
ments. This indicates increased likelihood for the
occurrence of  cycle slips and loss of  lock, which de-
grade the positioning accuracy. 

In Figure 8 the percentage occurrence of  scintilla-
tion and PLL jitter are mapped as functions of  mag-
netic latitude and MLT, to show the main regions of
enhanced scintillation relative to the auroral oval. Fig-
ure 8 shows the occurrence maps for S4 and the vU in-
dices, as well as for PLL jitter, on a coarser grid

Figure 6. Solar wind magnetic field and plasma parameters from OMNIWeb dataset combining available solar wind monitor data projected
to the nose of  the Earth bow shock. The hourly percent occurrence of  vU > 0.1 rad from Cambridge Bay is highlighted in blue.

Figure 7. Phase scintillation index vU (a) and receiver PLL jitter
maps (b) as functions of  UT and IPP geographic latitude for the
CHAIN GPS L1 signals.
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(compared to Figure 7) of  1° × 0.25 h of  MLT. The po-
sition of  the statistical auroral oval for very disturbed
conditions (IQ = 6) [Feldstein 1967, Holzworth and
Meng 1975] is superposed. The phase, and to a lesser
degree the amplitude, scintillation occurrence exceeds
given threshold values maximized in the cusp and the
polar cap, although significant scintillation also oc-
curred at auroral and even at subauroral latitudes. The
percentage occurrence of  PLL jitter exceeding 0.15 rad
was significantly lower, although this generally mapped
to the same regions as the phase scintillation; i.e., the
cusp, the polar cap, and the auroral oval. 

Figure 9 shows the 60-s values of  vU and PLL jitter
obtained for the CHAIN GPS receiver in Iqaluit on No-
vember 1, 2011. The scatter plot (Figure 9c) shows that
vU is moderately correlated with the PLL jitter (Pear-
son's correlation coefficient, 0.68). 

8. Discussion
The climatology of  GPS phase scintillation at high

latitudes [Prikryl et al. 2011a] has been extended by
two more years to a period from 2008 to 2011. This
larger dataset has confirmed that scintillation predom-
inantly occurs in the ionospheric footprint of  the cusp.
The primary driver of  the cusp dynamics is the solar
wind coupling to the dayside magnetopause, which
peaks with arrivals of  ICMEs and HSS/CIRs. Based on
the statistics of  these solar wind events, using a super-
posed epoch analysis technique, a probabilistic fore-
casting method that focuses on the phase scintillation
in the cusp has been proposed [Prikryl et al. 2012].
Solar activity has been gradually rising since 2010, and
there was a significant increase in the number of  mod-
erate ICMEs in addition to HSS/CIRs. The number of
ICMEs that resulted in Dst < −10 nT doubled in 2011
alone, when compared with the period of  extended
solar minimum (2008-2010). The superposed-epoch
analysis based on improved statistics of  events shows
consistently higher probability of  scintillation occur-
rence in the cusp on the days of  arrival of  ICMEs and
HSS/CIRs, in contrast to the low probability 1-2 days
earlier. This pattern of  significant increase in scintilla-
tion occurrence makes it possible to specify phase scin-
tillation forecasts for anticipated arrival days of  ICMEs
and HSS/CIRs [Prikryl et al. 2012].

While the scintillation activity in the polar cap was
generally quite low from 2008 to 2010, during moderate
to strong events, irregularities in a tongue of  ionization
or in polar patches that were drawn into the polar cap
caused significantly enhanced scintillation occurrence in
polar regions [Prikryl et al. 2011b, Prikryl et al. 2013a,
this issue]. This depended on the phase of  the season in
either the southern or northern hemisphere. In partic-

ular, the event discussed in Section 7 was associated with
strong ionospheric convection across the polar cap and
enhanced TEC in a tongue of  ionization [Prikryl et al.
2013b]. Fast drifting ionospheric irregularities within a
structured tongue of  ionization resulted in high occur-
rence of  strong phase scintillation (Figure 8b).

Under scintillation, maps of  tracking jitter [Sreeja
et al 2011] can be used to assess the tracking conditions,
the likelihood for the occurrence of  cycle slips, and the
loss of  lock, which are known to degrade the GNSS po-
sitioning accuracy. The PLL jitter is correlated with vU
and the enhancements of  PLL jitter appear to coincide,
in general, with the occurrence of  phase scintillation.

Figure 8. The occurrence of  S4 index (a), phase scintillation (b) and
receiver PLL jitter (c) as functions of  MLT and CGM latitude for
November 1, 2011. The statistical auroral oval for very disturbed
conditions is superposed.
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Hence, applications relying on robust and accurate
phase signal tracking should benefit from the proba-
bilistic forecasting of  phase scintillation.

9. Conclusions
Phase scintillation occurrence maps from 2008 to

2011 for geomagnetically quiet and disturbed days, and
more specifically for the prime days of  HSS/CIRs or
ICMEs, all show predominance of scintillation occurrence
in the cusp. Cumulative probability distribution functions
for the phase scintillation occurrence that are a by-product
of  superposed epoch analysis of  growing databases of
CIRs and ICMEs can be used in probabilistic forecasting of
scintillation activity relative to the arrival times of  these
major solar wind disturbances. Phase scintillation occur-
rence can impact on the GNSS receiver tracking per-
formance, which can be assessed by the tracking jitter
maps. The PLL jitter is correlated with the phase scintil-
lation index and the regions of  enhanced PLL jitter ap-
proximately coincide with phase scintillation occurrence.
Hence the probabilistic forecasting of  scintillation activity
should be beneficial in assessing prevailing GNSS tracking
conditions at high latitudes, and particularly in the cusp.
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